
2017 NERPM Tentative Clinic list, 4/12/17 
This lisT will very likely change. 

some clinics will drop off and others will be added.
interested in presenting?   contact Dave Owens at neprotomeet@gmail.com

Matt herson 
New England Railways: 1960 to 1990

george Melvin
Boston & Maine Operations circa 1950 

sudro Brown 
JMRI 101- Decoder Pro: Getting JMRI installed and doing some basic stuff
And
JMRI 102 - Decoder Pro: Programming more complex decoders, such as ESU and Tsunami Sound

craig Zeni
Building a Resin Freight Car Model for Beginners. Craig takes some of the intimidation out of building a flat resin freight car 
kit and provides tips and tricks to get good looking results the first time. His subject is a Westerfield 1916 NYC steel car

Dave Messer 
Tank Car Mania - the Development of the Modern Railroad Tank Car

vince lee
An Overview of the Erie Railroad’s LCL business: Infrastructure, Operations and Modelling
A  look at the system-wide facilities and operations of the less-than-carload transport industry as found on the Erie Railroad 
in the 1950’s, and how it is portrayed on Vince’s HO scale Erie 28th Street Terminal.

Jim Dufour
Building Blocks: Modeling Granite Block Infrastructure 

Mal houck
NYO&W Prototype Modeling - landforms, scenery and “signature” structures -- modeling a “place.”

Jered slusser
LV and PC X-65 Boxcars - Prototype and Modeling 
Prototype information and photos on the X-65 boxcar, clearing up the confusion between it and other similar boxcars; kit-
bashing a model in HO from start to finish including painting and weathering

Dave Olesen
CSX Alleghany Sub, 1986: Concepts, Compromises and Construction

Matt herman
TBD

David Owens 
Modeling DODX 38000 series flat cars and armor era-appropriate armor loads.

Tony koester
- Tips on building a large home layout
- Update on the Nickel Plate (what’s new)
- Creative structure kitbashing



kip grant
How and why the D&H Lake George Branch inspired Kip’s Sonnyvale Branch model railroad and the ways that he incorporat-
ed the feel of the real thing into his 13 x 19 HO layout. 

rick abramson
TBD

Bill Badger
On the Road - Selecting and modeling appropriate vintage vehicles to help set the scene on a model railroad.

Jay held
The Erie/Erie-Lackawanna Newark Branch
and
The Erie/Erie-Lackawanna Northern Branch

Ted shasta
Tools and Techniques: Ted will demonstrate tools which may be new to some of you as well as unusual applications for tools 
which are familiar.  This will be a ‘hands on’ clinic.

Jeff hanke
Layout Planning:  an overview of the steps and decisions made in starting Jeff’s HO scale Chessie System East End layout.
And
Modeling the Common:  hints and tips on making your layout have the feel of the real world in your era.

neil schofield
Designing an industry to fit the space: Maximizing a basement’s potential to model the Ethan Allen Furniture factory

ramon rhodes
TBD

Jim homoki
Freight Car Stenciling:  Getting it Correct

randy  laframboise
VERMONT’s MARBLE ROAD - A photographic history of the Vermont Marble Company and its railroad, the Clarendon and 
Pittsford.

steve Funaro
TBD

Ted culotta
TBD

kaylee Zheng
Using Mobile Speakers for DCC Sound: DCC sound has been a great addition to the hobby since the invention of DCC it-
self, however, there are many drawbacks to the speakers that are commercially available. This clinic will explore why most 
commercial grade speakers fail to deliver, and how cellphone loudspeakers can be a valuable alternative. These speakers will 
also be available for purchase after the presentation.

John sheridan
From Concept to Product: How your idea becomes a scale model: How a model starts with an idea and ends up a finished 
product on your layout. John will be touching on various elements of research, design, drawing, artwork and working with a 
manufacturing design team in order to bring a model through from an idea to a final product.



Mike Boland
The LIRR in Transition: 1945 to 1955, the years the railroad transitioned from steam to diesels, with lots of photos.

ken karlewicz and Don Buesing
Concerted Effort: See what two determined modelers can accomplish working 10 hours a day two days a week on Ken’s HO 
scale Delaware and Hudson layout. The results are sure to inspire.

John garofalo
The Films of T.J. Donahue: B&M, GT and B&A in 1953, and Horseshoe Curve in 1976.

ron Poidomani
Modeling the New Haven Division

Tom nanos
A Providence and Worcester Retrospective

ron giordani
TBD


